A Rows Garden puzzle has two answers on Rows B to K and one on Rows A and L. Lengths of answers are in parentheses; multi-word lengths are given with commas, or hyphens if hyphenated.

There are also 38 White, Medium, and Dark Blooms (defined by the dot in each bloom’s center) consisting of six-letter words or phrases that can start at any point and can read clockwise, marked with {+}, or counter-clockwise, marked with {−}.

Clues in the Blooms lists are in order from left to right, top to bottom. As in a conventional crossword, each letter in the grid is used in two words.

**ROWS**

A  Noe Valley sidewalk barriers, stereotypically (9)
B  Without peer (9)
C  Evita's hubby (4,5)
D  Tim Lincecum’s NL-leading stat for 3 straight years (10)
E  Expresses great loathing for (9)
F  Altman movie in which Philip Baker Hall played Nixon (6,5)
G  Slanted font (6,4)
H  Perilous bus trip in the Civil Rights battle (7,4)
I  Items waitresses greet guests with at Toast (6,4)
J  Having been accomplished (5,4,4)
K  Repeated verbatim, slangily (12)
L  Lumbermen's way of moving trees downriver (3,7)

**BLOOMS**

**White Blooms**

- Northernmost state capital {+}
- Short poem on two rhymes {−}
- Vaulted {+}
- Poet Frost {+}
- Moon feature {+}
- Big annual Apple event at Moscone {−}
- "Look at the facts!": 2 wds. {+}
- Saturday vendor on 24th {−}
- "...solemnly swear or ___" {−}
- Type of printing {+}
- Hard drinkers {−}
- Break and enter {+}
- Like some cheese at Subs, Inc. {+}
- Return to the oven {−}

**Medium Blooms**

- Most milk purchases at Shufat Market {−}
- Nab, as a bad guy {+}
- Tunneling machines or termites {+}
- Wields, as force {−}
- Beginning {+}
- Live [at] {−}
- One who examines closely {−}
- Tractable {−}
- Leave, as the Union {+}
- She lost her sheep: 2 wds. {+}
- "ing" word {+}
- Nicole Kidman’s "Moulin Rouge" role {+}
- Waffle topper at Griddle Fresh {−}
- Reverent {−}

**Dark Blooms**

- Look through the shutters: 2 wds. {+}
- Malingers {+}
- Cheerleaders’ moves {+}
- Nails, as an exam: 2 wds. {−}
- Slithering squeezer {+}
- Capri’s Blue ___ {+}
- Determining if a chick is male or female {+}
- Building level, to a Brit {+}
- Refuses to cooperate {−}
- Mom or dad {+}